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IWBODUCTIOI AliD LITBRATUHE SURVEY 
fheopttlcal Discussion 
luergetic stiMic particles passing throiigh matter lose 
eiaer^  throxigh ionization, excitetion, ana elastic collisions 
with atoms of the stopping material. liels Bohr^  published 
8 comprehensive theoretical discussion of these phenomena in 
which he surveyed the experimental contributions up to that 
time. The energy loss processes are generally thought of as 
being of two Icinds, atomic or elastic encounters and electron­
ic or inelastic encounters. In atomic encounters momentum 
and kinetic energy are transferred to translatory motion of 
the stopping atoms as a whole. In electronic encounters ener­
gy is transferred to the individual electrons of the stopping 
material leading to excitation and ionization. 
A criterion developed by Bohr is useful in determining 
which type of encounter predominates along the path of a par­
ticle as it is being stopped in matter. The criterion is based 
on the velocity of ®n electron in the ground state of the Bohr 
model of the hydrogen atom )• The cross-section for 
atomic encounters is small for incident particle velocities 
much greater than V, and increases as the velocity decreases 
reaching a maxlfflu® value of 77 for velocities much less than 
%. Bohr, Sgl. Danske ITid. Sels. Math.-Fys. Medd. 18, No. 
8 (1948). 
s 
VQ where a is the am of tiie atomic radii. At incident par­
ticle velocities which ©re much greater than \ , the cross-
section for electronic encoimters is mich larger than that 
for the atomic encounters but is greatly reduced at velocities 
much less than Yo • h^us for velocities much less than % $ 
atomic encounters prtdoisinate. 
If the incident particle is a positive ion such as an 
alpha particle, the picture is further complicated by the cap­
ture and loss of electrons by the incident particle. For ve­
locities much greste'sr than ?o the cross-section for loss pre-
doaiimtes and the alpha particle is doubly charged. For ve­
locities much less than % the reverse is true and the alpha 
particle is singly charged or neutral, 
A convenient method for determining the energy of atomic 
particles ejected by nuclei is to measure the number of ion 
pairs formed as the particles are stopped in a gas. For an 
incident particle stopped in a gas the average energy per 
ion pair, w, is defiimd as B/I where E is the initial energy 
of the particle and I is the total number of ion pairs formed 
in the stopping process. For Incident particle velocities 
»uch less than % the ionization efficiency for the incident 
particle and for the recoil gas atoms produced is low. This 
leads to a high value for W. As the velocity of the incident 
particle increases the ioni^ iation efficiencies for the pri­
mary particle and for the recoil gss atoms increase. This 
leads to a decrease in the value of W. Further, as the ve-
3 
loclty becomes much graeter then ¥o electronic encounters pre­
dominate and W approaches a constant value W, 
The term ionization defect was introduced as 8 conven­
ient experlBental parameter by ICnipp et al^  in a theoretical 
discussion which attempted to describe the energy-ionization 
relationship for heavy particles stopped in a gas and by Hanna^  
in an experimental paper on the ionisation produced by low 
energy alpha particles, the ionization defect CA« E - IW) 
is a slowly varying function of the initisl velocity of the 
incident particle. It hes a finite value for isero ioniiiation 
which increases to a laaxisum value, , for high incident 
velocities. 
Experimental Results of Other Investigators 
Cranshaw and Harvey^ , using a gridded parallel-plate 
ionization chamber employing electron collection, measured 
the relative ioniastion produced alpha particles from 
several natural alpha emitters which were stopped in commer­
cial argon gas. Six groups of alpha particles ranging in ener­
gy fro® 5 to 9 lev whose energies were known from magnetic 
I. ICnipp and R. C. Ling, Phys. Rev. 30 (1951); 
J. K. Knlpp, 1# B. Leechman, and B. C. Ling, rays. Rev. 80. 
478 (1950). 
C. Hanna, Phys. Rev. 530 (1950). 
%. E. Cranshaw and J. A, Harvey, Can. J. Research A26. 
245 (1948). 
4 
deflection experlseuts tfere used. A least squares plot of 
relative ionizatloa versus ener®' resulted in a straight line 
-which had an intercept on the energy axis at S5 t 10 Icev. 
This experiment was later repeated by Jesse §t al^  in a cy« 
lindrieel ioniaation chamber employing total ion collection 
and using spectroscopicslly pure argon gas. The straight 
line obtained by thes® investigators appeared to pass through 
the origin within e3cp@rlJientcl error. 
Hanna® and Hhodes measured the ionization produced 
by the and -particles fro® the reaction B^ ®(n, 
which were stopped in purified argon gas to which had been 
added a siaiall amount ©f carbon dioxide. In each case elec­
tron collection was employed and alpha particles from natural 
alpha emitters "were used for calibration. The icinetic energy 
of the alpha, particles from the reaction as calculated by 
Rhodes froa independent data is 1.473 + O.OOE Mev. 
Hanne obtained an ioniisation defect of 4£ t 13 kev and Rhodes 
et al obtained an ioniiiation defect of 89 t 10 kev for these 
alpha, particles. Feechini et al*^  measured the ionization pro­
duced by the and -particles from the reaction Li®(n,o<.)H® 
P. Jesse, H. forstat, and J. Sadauskis, Phys. Rev. 22» 
782 (1950), 
®J. Bhodes, W. Franzen, and W. 1. Stephens, Phys. Rev. 87, 
141 (195g). 
%. Facchini, E. Setti, and E. Oermagnoli, I^ ovo Cimento, 
f, 145 (1951). 
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which were stopped in argon gas. A parallel-plate grldded 
ionlzEtion chamber employing electron collection was used; 
the argon was purified by passing over hot calciumi and the 
chamber was calibrated with alpha particles from natural ura­
nium. The kinetic energy of these alpha particles from this 
reaction as calculated from magnetic deflection measurements 
made by Tollestrup ^  aj® is £ 0.010 lev. The ioniza­
tion defect found for these alpha particles was -3 i. 14 kev. 
Herwig and Miller® measiired the loniaation produced by 
fission frapients from the fast neutron fission of natural 
uranium which were stopped in gss mixtures of argon, argon 
plus 5 percent nitrogen, and argon plus 3 percent carbon di­
oxide. The argon was pwified toy circialating over hot calcium-
magnesium alloy. Jk grldded parallel-plate ionization chamber 
employing electron collection was used. Calibration was ac­
complished by means of alpha particles from natural uranium. 
fhB energies for the most probable light and heavy fragments 
as calculated from ionization measurements were 1 Mev less 
in argon plus nitrogen than in argon and 3 Mev less in argon 
plus carbon dioxide than in argon plus nitrogen. These dif­
ferences were explained by assuming that some of the energy 
which would normally produce ionization was lost to molecular 
• Tollestrup, W. Fowler, and C. Lauritsen, Phys. Rev. 
76, 4E8 (1949). 
L^. 0. Herwig and G. H. Miller, United States Atomic 
Energy Commission leport ISC-498 (1953). 
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excitation and dissociation. It was farther assumed that the 
frsetiou of th« energy lost In this manner was a function of 
the co»pl«ity of the aolectiles and of the density of ioniza­
tion along the track. Herwig ai:d Mller suggested thet this 
"molecular defect" might explain the aagnitude of the ioniza­
tion defect for low energy alpha particles found by previous 
isTestigators^ *^ *^ * fwo experimental papers by Jesse end 
Sed&uskis^ ®*^  end one by De Juren and losenwasser^  ^will be 
discussed in a latter section. 
It hes been the purpose of this investigation to deter­
mine whether or not a "moleculer defect* exists for 1.5 ISev 
alpha particles. To accofflplish this objective the ioniza­
tion defect for alpha particles from the reaction B^ ®{n,ot) 
was Measured in argon, argon plus £ percent nitrogen, 
and ergon plus 5 percent carbon dioxide. 
P, Jesse and J. Sadauskis, Phys. Bev. 75, 1110 (1949). 
W^. p. Jesse and J. Sadausicis, Phys. Rev. 78, 1 (1950)• 
J^. A. BeJuren and H. Rosenwesser, Phys. Rev. Jg, 831 
C1954). 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The total ionization produced by a particle which was 
stopped in the chamber gas was measured in e gridded paral­
lel-plate loniaetion chamber which employed electron collec­
tion. fhe motion of the electrons in the electric field 
between the grid and collector electrodes induced a voltage 
puis® on the collector electrode whose magnitude was direct­
ly proportional to the number of ion pairs created by the 
.particle. The voltage pulse produced at the collector elec­
trode was amplified by a linear amplifier and classified ac­
cording to puis# height. 
Meastirements were made in mch gas mixtwe on the excited 
lithium recoils and on alpha particles from ti^  reaction 
Cn, o<)Ll*^ * as well as on alpha particles from the radioactive 
decay of Pu^ ^^ . The pulse height anelyzing system used was 
capable of sorting voltage pulses ranging la siae from 150 to 
400 volts. The amplifier gain which would confine the pu^ ®^  
alpha particle pulse height distribution to this region would 
give little detail to the shape of the distribution curve. 
Thus, when measurei^ nts were made on these particles, it was 
necessary to insert an expander amplifier before the pulse 
hel^ t analyjsing system. A pulse height calibrator was used 
for accurate comparison of the different particle pulse heights. 
lithium recoils and alpha particles from the reaction 
#Q(n,o<)I»i'^ * were obtained from a source enriched to 95 pep-
8 
ceat witli wMch was irrediated with thermalized neutrons. 
The neiatroiis vem obtained from a linear accelerator using 
th© reaction DCS,n)H®® at 200 kev and -were thermali^ ed by three 
inches of paraffin placed between the accelerator target and 
the chaober. Paraffin blocks were also staclced around the cham­
ber to ser¥e as neutron reflectors. Pu^ ®^  alpha particles were 
obtained from a seperste source located in the center of the 
boron filB, M ioniastion distribution curve was obtained for 
each type of particle by aessuring the total ionization pro­
duced by indiTidual particles and by maicing a graph of the num­
ber of particles versus ioniastion. The data for the lithium 
recoils end elpha perticles froa the reaction were taken in 
the presence of Pu^ ®^ elpha particles. This was msde possible 
by the non-blocking property of the main amplifier which will 
be described letter. 
The position of the peak of eech ionlgatlon distribution 
curve wes deteralned by the method of diameters developed by 
Cranshaw and Hervey^  and ms taken as a measure of the ioniza­
tion produced by the corresponding type of particle. For the 
purpose of this discussion let Ip denote the average ionization 
produced by the Fu^ ®^  alphe particles, that produced by the 
lithiiai recoils, and lo^  that produced by the alphe particles 
from the reaction. Then 
(1) • 1^ 4 • SpCl'^ /^ p^) 
ce) <1 • lu ® Ep<lLi/^ p) 
(5) 
9 
(4) s 
where 1^, E^, W i^ ®ei  ^ ®^ ® energy, apparent ener­
gy, energy per ion pair, and Ionization defect respectively 
for particle x. For slplm particles from nattiral alpha emit­
ters, Wp is practically eq-ual to W^ . Thus, Wp was actually 
used in tti® calculations (Wp^ Wp « Ep/tp)» 
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BXPERIMEITAL EQIJIPMBIT 
Ioi3i28tioa Chamber 
The theory of ptilse formation Id a gridded parallel-
plat© loaization chsmber has been extensively treated by 
many authors, such as lillclnsoa^ ® and Bun®aann et al^ .^ end 
•will not be giren h«re. 
Fig. 1 shows e schematic diagram of the ionization cham­
ber# The chamber housing was cylindrical in shap® with in­
side dimensions of © laches In diameter and 6 inches in depth. 
It was made from a section of brass tubing having a wall 
thinness of 0«375 Inch end was fitted with endplates ma­
chined from^  0.5 inch thick brass stoclc. The lower ©ndplate ms 
silver-soldered to the brsss tubing and 7 brass bolts 0.375 
inch in diameter, not shonn in the figure, were used to apply 
iwessure to a Teflon gasket (§) between the upper endplate and 
the chamber wall to effect a vacuum seal. The collector elec­
trode (B) and the source electrode (C) were supported from the 
upper and lower endplates respectively by porcelain insulators, 
legative voltage for the source end positive voltage for the 
collector were applied by means of glass-to-metal terminals 
H. Wilkinson, Ionization Chambers and Counters 
(Cambridge University Press, 1950). 
Buneaann, f. 1. Crenshaw, and J. A. Harvey, Can. J. 
Research A27. 191 (1949). 
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CF) aM the electrical connections were meintained by spring 
coBtects. A shield box (H) containing a filter composed of 
a resistor and a capacitor was placed over the glass-to-metal 
seal for the sotirce pla.te. The preamplifier (I) served as 
tlse shield for the external connection to the collector. The 
grid (A) ms iiotanted on a brass cylinder which was fastened 
to' th© upper endplate with aetal screws. The boron source 
was deposited on an ©iTsminiM badcing (B) which was fastened 
to the source plate with metal screws. The source had 
a pletinua baclcing which was soft-soldered to a button (E) in 
the middle of the source plate. -Sas wes admitted through e 
needle Tslfe Cl.) and the chaaber w®s equipped with the dual 
pressure•gauge (K), Copper tubing (J) having an inside diam­
eter of 0.375 inch joined the chamber to a gas purifier which 
will be described later. 
The source sad collector plates were 5 and 4.25 inches 
in diameter respectively and were ®echined from aluminua 
stock 0.E5 inch thick. The source plate was fitted with an 
alUEintm skirt 0.0S4 inch thiclc which extended 0.75 inch 
toward the collector. This served to bend the lines of force 
toward the collector reducing the loss of electrons due to 
diffusion to the chamber wall. The grid consisted of steel 
wires 0.0036 inch in diameter which were parallel to each 
other and spaced 0.080 inch apart. The wires were soft-
soldered to the supporting brass cylinder. The source -grid 
and grid - collector spacings were 1.4375 inches end 0.1875 
13 
inch respectively. 
BianemaaQ et calculated an eqmtion whicii Indicated 
tlie Iniffleieiscy, <r*, with which the grid shields the collec­
tor from a charge in the grid-sotarce regioii. The equation is 
(5) cr 1S5: f/£ 7T dgjj la 
where ^  is the speciisg bet^ seeu the grid wires, r is the radius 
of the grid wires, and dg^  is the grid - collector spacing. 
Consider a charge Q in the grid-source region a distance Ta 
from the grid. Let dgg be the grid - source spacing. Then, 
the charge q induced on the collector due to Q is given lay 
the equation 
<6) q-Qo-Cl-Vdgg). 
The value of cr for this chamber was calculated to be 15.5 
percent. 
Electronic Equipment 
Fig. 2 shows 8 blo<& diagram of the experimental equip­
ment which wes used to produce, amplify, shape, and sort the 
voltage pulses, negative and positive voltages for the source 
end collector electrodes respectively were supplied by bat­
teries. The voltage for the collector electrode was passed 
through the input circuit of the preamplifier. The voltage 
ptalses formed at the collector el«:trode of the chamber were 
©apllfied by means of a preamplifier and a main amplifier. 
The gain of the preamplifier and main amplifier system was ad­
justable so that output voltage pulses from the laain amplifier 
14 
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were of the order of 30 volts. 
Ihen ionization data were taken on the alpha particles 
from the decay of pialses from the main amplifier were 
fed into an expander amplifier, fhe expander amplifier was 
a device which amplified that portion of each pulse in excess 
of a fixed voltage. The remainder of the pulse -was not trans­
mitted. The expander amplifier was by-passed while all other 
data were being obtained. 
fhe pulse lengthener circuit was used to shape the 
pulses suitably for accurate pulse height analysis. The in-
tensifier circuit was used in conjunction with the pulse 
height analysis system. The pulse height analysis system con­
sisted of a Los Alamos model 1000 amplifier and an electronic 
10 channel pulse height analyzer end was the same system used 
by Herwig and Miller^ . The single channel pulse height ana­
lyser was used to monitor the reaction rate of the 
reaction. The electronic equipment was calibrated with 
a precision pulse generator constructed for the Ames Labora­
tory by C. E. Harper^ ®. Pulses from the pulse generator 
were applied to the source electrode of the ionization cham­
ber and appeared at the collector electrode due to the inter* 
electrode capacitance of the chamber. The size of voltage 
pulses at the output of the pulse generator was controlled by 
a helipot with 0.1 percent linearity. 
E. Harper, United States Atomic Energy Coiamission 
Report ISC-456 (1954). 
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Pig. 3 shows a circ\ait diagram of the preamplifier. It 
consisted of three ttahes in a feedbacic loop-of-three isolated 
by a cathode follower which was used to feed the signals 
througjfci a 35 foot coaxial cable to the main amplifier. The 
cathode resistor of the cathode follower was located at- th® 
input to the main amplifier and served as the coarse gain 
control. A 120 cycle parall®l-T rejection filter was placed 
before the output cathode follower to suppress microphonics 
and picic up signals in that frequency range originating at 
the grid wires in the ionization chamber# Direct ciirrent for 
the tube filaments was supplied by a 6 volt storage battery 
in parallel with a 4 ampere tapering charger. 
When there was no voltage between the electrodes of the 
ionization chamber, the noise at the output of the electronic 
equipment was almost ©jEclusively that arising from the first 
tube of the preamplifier. The noise level was minimized by 
shock mounting the first tube to the tube rack and the tube 
rack to the preamplifier case and by exercising care in the 
selection of the first tube. 
The wmin amplifier. Fig. 4, consisted of two feedback: 
loops of four tubes with a cathode follower output. Tubes 
T-1,8,5,4 formed th® first loop and tubes T-5,6,7,8 the sec­
ond loop. The amplifier was designed for negative input 
pulses and employed direct coupling within each loop. The two 
loops were Identical in construction and each had a gain of 
approxiffiately 95. Tubes T-3 and T-7 provided voltage platforms 
17 
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for the operation of twbes T-E and T-6 respectively. Parel-
1®1«T rejection filters of 48 and 60 cycles were pieced at the 
Ijaput ai3d output respectively to suppress grid wire micro­
phonics Slid pickup from the tube filsaents. The integrating 
and clipping times of the amplifier were controlled Toy re-
sistor-capecitor networks located between the loops. The gain 
of the preajaplifier end iie,in amplifier system was made in* 
sensitive to Tarletioas In the rise time of voltage pulses 
from the chamber "by'ma^king the rise and clipping RC time con­
stants of the main amplifier equal end longer than the long­
est rise time of the ptilses as recommended by WiliCinsorP-®. 
The direct coupling feature was responsible for the non-
blocking property of the main amplifier. Negative voltage 
pulses at the input would appear as positive pulses et the 
plates of T-1 and f-5. If the pulse height exceeded the grid 
bias of either T-E or T-6 the top of the pulse woxild be clipped 
off as a result of grid current end the grid bias would return 
to its original value as soon as the pulse had passed. Due to 
the dir^ ect coupling feature a change in the steady state mlue 
of the voltage at point within a loop would result in 
cMnges in potential at all points throughout the loop. Thus, 
the cathode potential of tubes f-4 and T-8 was externally mon­
itored during operation and could be reset by adjusting the 
grid biases of tubes T-3 ai»a T-7 respectively. 
The expander amplifier, Fig. 5, consisted of a phase 
inverter, tube T-1, and a diode, tube T-2, in parallel fol-
BO 
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£1 
lowed by the first loop of a Bell-Jordan amplifier, tubes T-
5,4,5, Isolated by a cathode follower, tube f-6. The cathode 
®f the diode was aalntaimd at a poslti'ee potential of £7 
volts. M the output of the diode the signal was combined 
with a signal of the opposite polarity from the phase in­
serter to compensate for the capacitance of the diode. 
fig. 6 shows a diagram of the pulse lengthener circuit. 
A negative pulse from the niain amplifier or the expander am­
plifier W8S applied to a phase inverter, tube T-1. The pulse 
arising at the cathode of the phase inverter was amplified 
1,5 times and inverted by tube T-g. Low impedance outputs 
for this pulse aM for the accompanying pulse from the plate 
©f the phase Inverter were obtained from cathode followers 
T-5 and T-3 respectively. The amplified pulse caused the cath­
ode of T-5 to rise and cut off one of th® twin diodes, T-4. 
This allowed T-3 to charge a condenser to the pealc value of the 
input voltage pulse through the other diode. The voltage 
across the condenser remained at the peak: value until the po­
tential of the cathode of T-5 dropped to less than this val\a© 
at which time the condenser was discharged through the cath­
ode resistor of T-5. 
The noise level at the output of the 10 channel analyzer 
was a function of the band width used in the main amplifier. 
When there was no voltage between the electrodes of the ion­
ization chamber, the root mean square noise was equivalent to 
£7 kev when integrating and clipping RC time constants of 5 
sg 
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microseconds mm used in the main amplifier. When these 
time constants were increased to 10 microseconds, the root 
mean square noise was equivalent to 36 kev. With voltage on 
the collector electrode of the ionization dismher the root 
mean square noise was Increased to 31 and 41 kev respectively 
for the above tiae constants. This increase ?;as explained as 
due to microphonics fro® the grid idres in the chamber and 
le^ age of the coupling condenser between the collector elec­
trode and the preamplifier# 
£4 
TITHNIQUSS 
In the course of this experiment a ntmher of special tech-
Blques were used. They will be described in the following un­
der the topics of fflein amplifier, sotarce preparation, gas piarifi-
cetiofl, and backgrotmd reduction. 
liin teplifier 
Ionization chember pulses due to alpha particles from 
the decsy of were about 6 tines larger than the pulses 
due to the lithium recoil particles. The non-overloading pro­
perty of the main amplifier allowed the Pu^^^ source to be 
peraanently fixed in the chamber. Thus, data could be taken 
alternately ©n the Pu^ ^^  alpha, particles used for calibration 
and on the particles from the reaction. The mximum rise 
times of pulses from the chamber occurred for alpha 
particles in purified argon. The rise times of these pulses 
varied from less than 1 to about 4 microseconds. The use of 
lntegrati.ng and clipping RC time constants longer than twice 
the longest rise time of pulses from the chamber made the 
magnitude of the amplified pulses relatively independent of 
the changes in rise time of incoming pulses^ ®. Furthermore, 
the reduction in the bend width achieved isas Instrumental 
in reducing the noise level. 
85 
Sowce Pptparstion 
The feoron source used was prepared by Tacum sublima­
tion of powdered metallic boron enriched to 95 percent with 
The sublinatlon took piece from an alundum crucible 
made 1:^  painting tungsten wire 0.02 inch in diameter In 
the form of a close wound conical coil with a water suspen­
sion of AlgO^  and allowing it to dry In air. The crucible 
was then hc^ eted slowly to a temperature of 1^ 0 in a vac­
uum by a current in the tujagsten wire until a vacuum of 10"^  
» Hg was achieved. The backing for the source was an alumi­
num diiic made from aluminum stock 0.024 inch thic^ . The 
source backing was highly polished to remove local nonunl-
formities in the surface which mi^ t lead to an Increase in 
the apparent source thickness. The source backing was then 
mounted in the vacuum system 7»5 inches above the apex and 
perpendlculejp to the axis of the crucible. Enough powdered 
boron was added to the crucible to give an area density to 
the source of 8 micrograms per square centimeter if uniform 
coverage of the soxarce backing were achieved. The crucible 
was then heated to a temperature of 1400 ®C in a chamber evac­
uated to a pressure of less then 10"® mb Hg. At this temper­
ature sublimation of all of the boron took place in about 20 
minutes and the aluminum disk took on a barely perceptible 
brownish color. 
The Pu^ ®® source used for calibration was deposited on 
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a plstiatm disk 0,375 inch in dlaiaeter. The average area 
density wfes determined to be less than 1 micrograms per sqtaare 
centimeter by measttring the counting rste. 
Gas pTarification 
Imptirities coinmonly found in commercially available 
argon are nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and 
water vapor. Colli and Facchini^  ^demonstrated the ability 
of a celcitm-magnesitm alloy which was composed of 10 percent 
magnesiiM end maintained at a teraperstiire of 450 "C to rela­
tively rapidly combine with the impiarity gases listed above. 
In the present work piarif 1 cation of the counting gss was a-
chieved by continuous circulation of the gas bet¥«een the puri­
fier shown in Fig, 7 end the ionization chamber. The puri­
fier was made fro|B stainless steel tubing with an outside dia­
meter of 3,5 inches end having a wall thinness of 0.083 
inch. The tubing was welded (A) to an endplate mad© from 
stainless steel stock 0.375 inch thick i«hich served as the 
base of the purifier. The top of the purifier was silver 
soldered to s flange uade from brass stock 0.5 inch thick. 
An endplate, also made from brass stock 0,5 inch thick, was 
secured to the flsnge with S steel machine bolts (H), A 
Teflon gasket (B) effected the vacuum seal. The purifier was 
attached to the chamber vdth copper tubing (E) and a short 
3-%, Colli and U. Facchlni, Rev. Sci, Instr. 39 (1952). 
E? 
FIG. 7 GAS PURIFIER 
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section of stainless steel tiatoing (C). A section one inch 
in length of the stainless steel tubing wss machined to a 
wall thicfeiness of 0.0S5 inch to miniial^ e heat conduction. 
Heat was supplied to the purifier by means of heeter wire 
<F) wound around the outside of the purifier, insulated from 
the steel walls with cerasiic beads» and covered with several 
layers of asbestos CQ)» The temperature of the steel wall 
•was measured by means of a thermocouple not shown in the fig­
ure# The Teflon gasket m«as cooled by the continuous circu-
letioa of water througji copper tubing (D) which was soldered 
to the outside of the purifier. The purifying material was 
placed in a container lihich could be removed from the puri­
fier for loading. The conteiner was TOde of stainless steel 
and ms fitted with spacers to prevent packing of the 
purifying aaterisl# A piece of tapered copper pipe in the 
bottom (J) forced the circulating chamber gas to pass through 
the purifying meterial. This pipe was covered with s copper' 
screen (L) to prevent the purifying isaeterial from blocking 
the opening. 
The calcium-Mgaesiuffi alloy used as the purifying mste-
rial was obtained fro® the metallurgy division of the Ames 
laboratory of the atomic Energy CoMission. The two metals 
were doubly distilled end the alloy was made in an argon at­
mosphere. Lathe turnings of the alloy were placed in an ar­
gon atiaosphere as tliey were machined. The purifier container 
was loaded with alternate layers of the turnings and Pyrex 
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glass wool. 
After th® coKtaluer was loaded and placed In the piiri-
fier, the chamber was attached to a filling system for evac-
•Qsting end otatgassing. During oiatgassing the ioniisatioii 
cheaher walls were laalntmined at a temperatwe of 6K) ®C and 
the pTirifier at a temperature of 600 ®C until th® pressure 
in the filling system was reduced to less than 0.004 micron 
Hg. The chamber and purifier were allowed to cool to room 
temperature before admitting ges into th® chamber. Uuring 
outgBSsing the celcium-magnesium elloy became molten end 
spread over the glass wool, considerably increasing the ac­
tive surface area. 
Certain operational characteristics of the ionization 
chamber were observed to be dependent on the purity of the 
counting gas. These were the rise time of pulses from the 
chamberI saturation voltages, and multiplication character-
iitics. 
Colli and Fecchini^  ^were able to show that as little as 
0.1 percent of a molecular gas such as nitrogen in argon had 
a ma^ ed effect on the drift velocity of free electrons. 
fhese authors published curves constructed from their own data 
and date of other investigators in which the drift velocity of 
electrons in argon was plotted as a function of the ratio of 
field to pressure# Curves were given for nitrogen concentra­
tions of 0.0, 0.1, and 1.0 percent. Calculations made from 
these curves indicated that the rise times for Pu^ ®^  alpha par-
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tide pulses should vary from 1,5 to 4.S microseconds# The 
rise times of pulses appearing at the outptit of the first 
loop of the fflEin amplifier were ofeserTed on a type 3^-A 
Bomont catho4®-ray oscillograph. The combined rise time of 
the preamplifier and the first loop of the min amplifier 
W8.S observed to be about ona microsecond. With comercial 
argon gas at a presstar® of three atmospheres in the chamber, 
ptilses due to alpha particles is/ere observed to have 
rise tines ranging from 1.5 to E.5 microsecoMs. After 24 
hoiirs with the purifier at a temperature 450 ®C, the rise 
times observed varied from 1.5 to 4.0 microseconds. When 
©ne percent of either carbon dioxide or nitrogen was added to 
the argon, the rise time of all pulses observed was about oi^  
aicroseeond. 
lultiplicati on curves for the three gas mixtures used in 
this experiment are shown by Figs. 8-10. To obtain the data 
for these curves, the analyzer and amplifier were adjusted so 
that the plutonim alpha particle distribution was spread over 
the ten channels. The width of the distribution at half-saxi* 
ffiUffi, as obtained on the pulse height analyzer, was about 2.5 
channels. & aedian was calculated for each distribution and 
this median value was taken to be the position of the most pro­
bable alpha ionization, lach distribution contained about 1200 
counts. The ratio of electric field to pressure in the grid 
* source region of the ionization chamber (Sgg/I*) was main­
tained et a constant value and the median pulse height of the 
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plwtoiJlm alpha psrtlcle distribution was obtained as a fujic-
tioii of tUe " ratio of the electric field to pressure in the 
grid - collector region of the cheatoer ® shows e 
ii«ltlplication <nir¥e obtained litli piarifled argon at two differ­
ent gas presswes# Multiplication was observed to start at an 
lg,^/P value of 1.8. A change of 0.8 percent was considered sig­
nificant and is indicated by an arrow In the fig-ure. .^'ith 
cowierclal argon gas in the chamber, the piilse height was ob­
served to fall with increasing before the start of multi­
plication. the argon was purified, this decrease in pulse 
height disappeared. This phenomenon was probably due to the 
resomnt capture of electrons by some electronegative gas such 
as oxygen. For the purification of argon, the outer wall of the 
purifier was maintained at a temperature of 440 ®C. The abil­
ity of the purifier to remove oxygen, nitrogen, ai^ carbon 
dioxide St this temperature was tested by adding smell amounts 
of these lupurities to the argon gas in the chamber. A small 
sTOunb, O.OS atmosphere, of either nitrogen or carbon dioxide 
was reaoved from 3 atmospheres of argon in E4 hours. Enotigh 
oxygen to decrease the pulse height of plutonim alpha particle 
pulses to O.g of their initial value was removed in 30 minutes. 
The same amount of oxygen was removed in 2*5 hours with the 
purifier at 200 ®C. Mt this teiaperature nitrogen and carbon 
dioxide were not removed over periods of several weeks. 
The argon - nitrogen and argon - carbon dioxide gas mix­
tures were prepared using tiso different methods. In the first 
method the chasiber was filled with the desired mixtULre of 
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cofflmerical gases. The mixttire was then purified for several 
days with the ptarifier at a temperature of 200 In the 
secoM the chamber was filled with argon which was then pur­
ified at a temperature of 440 ®C for 24 hoiars. Nitrogen or 
carbon dioxide ms then added to the argon aM the mixture 
purified for several days with the purifier at 200 ®C. 
Multiplication was not observed in argon - carbon diox­
ide and argon - nitrogen mixtiares for the values ob­
tainable with the ionization chamber used for this experiment. 
The decrease of pulse hei^t with increasing Eg^/P for Plu­
tonium alpha particle pulses was observed in both gas mixtures. 
This effect was removed with purification in the argon-nit­
rogen mixture, as shown in Fig. 9. The magnitude of the effect 
decreased with purification in the argon-carbon dioxide mix-
ttire but was not eliminated. This is shown in Fig. 10. This 
phenomenon was also observed in argon-carbon dioxide gas mix­
tures by Herwig and Miller^ . 
Saturation cwves for plutonium alpha particles were ob­
tained for each gas mixture and are shown in Figs. 11-14. To 
obtain data for these curves, was maintained at a con­
stant value and the median pulse height of the plutonium alpha 
particle distribution was obtained as a function of Egg/P« 
The brealcs in the curves were the result of the capture of 
electrons by the grid wires. The minimum ratio of fields, 
Igjj/Egg, necessary to prevent electron capture is indicated 
for each gas mixture. lo change in the saturation curves 
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with ptarlfication was noted. Sattirstlon CTorves were also ob-
tainea for the lithi'uii recoil particles in each gas mixture 
and ere shown in Fig. 15. Satiiration was not Indicated in 
ptirified ergon. This phenomenon will be dicussed in a later 
section. 
Background Reduction 
The ionization chamber used in this work was designed to 
eliminate an intolerable background counting rate observed by 
this investigator when a larger cylinderical ionization cham­
ber was placed in a large slow neutron flux. These back­
ground pulses completely obscured the lithium recoil pulses 
and were shown to due to the pile up of very small pulses. 
Kinsey and Bartholomew^"^ measured the neutron capture gamma 
ray spectrum from copper and zinc. They fotmd most of the 
gamiaa rays from copper to have energies between 7 and 8 Mev 
and most of those from zinc to have energies between 5 end 8 
lev. These gamma ray energies are well above the threshold 
for pair production. Thus, a large number of very energetic 
electrons were present in the chamber whenever the chamber 
was placed in e large slow neutron flux. The number of back­
ground pulses was minimized in the new chamber by making the 
active voluB^  small, the collection time for electrons short, 
and by using aluminum electrodes which have a low cross sec-
B» Itosey and G. A. Bartholomew, Phys. Rev. 89, 375 
(1953); Phys. Rev. 89, 386 (1953). 
4E 
tlon for pair proawtion. The parallel-plate design was 
used rather than the cylindrical design for the ionization 
chsffi'ber so that shorter collection time for electrons could 
be 8.chi©v®d» 
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RESULTS 
Figs. 16-19 show ioQi2atioi3 diBtpibutlon ciarves for plu-
alpha particles, alpha particles from t,he reaction 
Cn,o()I»i*^ »^ ao<3 the excited lithium recoils in various gases. 
The gases used were purified argon, argon plus nitrogen, and 
argon plus carbon dioxide. Calibration curves for each dis­
tribution ar© also shown. Each calibration curve consisted 
of four points through which a straight line was visually 
drawn. Two points were obtained before and two after re­
cording the data for each distribution to detect aaplifier 
drift. Pig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the variation in the resolu­
tion of the equipment corresponding to main aaplifler t±m 
constants ©f 10 and 5 microseconds respectively. 
Fig. 20 consists of eight pages of tables which suaonariae 
the data and calculations comparing the apparent energies of 
the alpha particles and lithitaa recoils from the reaction 
Cn, oOm'^ * as obtained in the various i^ s mixtures. These ta­
bles contain the inforrotion relative to the experimental con­
ditions, the most probable particle ioniaations, the ratios of 
the most probable ioniaatlons, and the apparent particle ener­
gies. 
For this experiment, the energy of the Pu^ ®^  alpha par­
ticles was taken to be 5.147 to.004 Mev. Asaro and Perlman^ ®» 
2-®F. Asaro and I. PerlMn, Phys Rev. 8E8 (1958) 
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•Uising a magnetic alpha particle spectrograph, analysed the 
cofflplex alpha spectrtam of They foiand the spectnam to 
consist of three groups with energies of 5,150 t. O.OOE, 
5.137 t 0.002 and 5.100 ± O.OOE Mev and relative intensities 
of 69, SO, and 11 percent respectively. These energies were 
too close together to be resolved in the ionization chamber. 
The position of the peak of the ionization distribution cwve 
for alpha particles was probably not affected the pre­
sence of the low e3»rgy group. The mean energy of the other 
two groups weighted according to intensities is S.147 Mev. 
The energies for the alpha particles and the excited 
lithium recoils from the reaction B^ ®(n, o<.)Li^ * were taken to 
be 1.473 t 0.002 and 0.841 t 0.002 Mev respectively as calcu­
lated by Hhodes et. tif ^ 3?o» independent data. 
5? 
Discussion 
Fig. 21 shows fi comparison of the apparent energy Tal­
lies for th,® alpha, particles end for the lithiiia recoils from 
the reaction ohtaiaed from the most probable 
ionizations of the present experi»nt with those obtained from 
ioM^Btion chaatoer experiaents by other investigators. The 
mneertslnties qtioted for the present experiment are the stand­
ard deviations of the average values as calculated from the 
date t&king into accotjnt the imcertainty in the energy for the 
plutonitm alpha particles. The energy values obtained in the 
argon-carbon dioxide gas mixture ere in good agreement with 
those obtained by lanna and by Rhodes, Fran^en, end Stephens, 
fhe value obtained for the boron alpha particles in purified 
argon agrees with that obtained by Jesse, Forstat, and Sadau-
skis. The value obtained for the lithiu» recoils is in seri­
ous disagreement with the value obtained by the latter inves­
tigators . 
Wilcox^  ^measured the rate of energy loss for alpha par­
ticles and for II® nuclei in gold. The measurements were car­
ried out for alplm particles ranging in energy fro® 30 kev to 
1400 k;ev and for tte Li® nuclei frcm 7S0 Ifeev to 850 kev. Cal­
culations made from these data give a value of 1.17 A 0.08 for 
the ratio of the rate of energy loss for 800 Icev Li^  nuclei to 
3-%. A. Wilcox, Phys. Hev. 74, 1743 (1948). 
FIG El ISERGISS OF AIPM PARTICLES AM) m'HIUM REC0H3 MS MEASURED IM 10II2ATI0N 
CmiBERS BY fARIOUS INfESTIGlTORS (M0V) 
In^ estigstors femm 
Ihodts 
Fransen 
Stephens 
Jesse 
Forstat 
Sadaixskis 
This 
Experiment 
Qss Mixttires 
M 1,471 t.CXJS# 
0.839 ±,004^  
1.468 ±0,002 
0.7SSt 0.004 
1.460 to.002 
0.784 t0.CK)E 
1.431t,013 1,4441: ,010 1,444 ±0.008 
0.777 t.008 0,769± .006 0,774tO.OOE 
§ Coapnted from the measured reaction energy of 2.^ 0 4:0,010 lev &ssxmlQg the same 
energy per ion pair for the alpha particles and the lithiiaa recoils from the reaction as 
for the polonium alpha particles used in the calibration. 
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the rate of energy loss for 1400 feev alpha particles in gold. 
Altho\agh Wilcox's data were shown to be in error by Warshair^ f^ 
the expected correction is less than the uncertadUity indicated 
above. Rhodes gjL aJs? ijj jtheir measurements on the B^ ®(n, ec) 
reaction used a thick boron source and corrected for the 
source thickness by fitting calculated distribution curves to 
their measured ionization distributions. They obtained a best 
fit liy assuming an equivalent layer of 55 kev for the alpha 
particles and 64 Icev for the lithium recoils. This would give 
a value of 1.16 for the ratio of the rates of energy loss in 
boron. If the assumption is made that the 5 kev ionization 
defect measured in purified argon in this experiment is the 
result of source thickness, then the value obtaimd for the 
lithium recoil can be Increased by about 6 kev. If the uncer­
tainty in the measwement of 4 kev is added to this value, a-
bout 60 kev of energy are left which did not appear as ioniaa-
tion. 
Serious objection may be raised to the saturation curve 
obtained for the lithiiM recoils in purified argon. This 
curve would seem to indicate that the low value for the ion­
ization obtained for these particles was due to ion recombi­
nation. The probability for ion recombination Increases as 
the average density of ionization along the track increases 
and is an inverse function of the ratio of electric field to 
20s. D. larshaw, Phys. Hev. 76, 1759 (1949). 
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ges pressTire. Thus, th© probability decreases -^ Ith decreasing 
presswe for e constant ratio of field to presstare. Measiare-
ments were aade on the ioaizatios produced by the alpha parti­
cles and litMiia recoils in ptjrified argoia at pressures of 1 
aad 0.§ ataospiitre, ?ig« 20a. The energy for the'lithium re­
coils was then calculsted assuming a value of 1.468 Mev for the 
eiier®r of the alpha, particles,. Fig, 20h. The expected increase 
for the measured ener.gy of the lithium recoils was not observed. 
This would seem to indicate that ion recombination was not oc­
curring. 
If the value for the ioniaation defect for the lithiiua re­
coils in purified ergon obtained by this experiment is assumed 
to be correct, there would seen to be a basic difference be­
tween electron collection and total ion collection. One such 
difference might be due to the metestable state of argon. The 
ratio of excitation to ionization might be expected to be 
greater for the lithium recoils than for the alpha particles. 
The resulting metastable states could conceivably be dis­
charged by collisions with the source plate resulting in ioniza­
tion which would not be laeasured using electron collection due 
to the time required. This might also account for the poor sat­
uration curves obtained for the lithium recoils. 
Juren and losenwasser^  ^measured the ratio of the ioniza­
tion produced by the lithi^  recoils to that produced by the 
alpha particles fro® the reaction B^ ®(n, in various con­
centrations of carbon dioxide in argon and at various pressures. 
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Their results show ara Increase in the ratio with decreasing 
carbon dioxidd concentration and with decreasing pressure. 
It should be pointed out tliet their data were obtained from 
integral curves and are thus subject to considerable uncer­
tainty. One set of three determinations of this ratio was 
made in an argon-carbon dioxide gas mixture at a pressure of 
ORG atmosphere to check this phenomenon, Figs. gOc,d. A 
small increase in the ©neri©^  as measured for the lithium re­
coils was noted but not to the extent expected from the data 
of these investigators. 
6£ 
COHCLUSIOIS 
ftiB loislzatioo yields for the alpha particles and the 
excited llthiiM recoils from the reaetioa ot)Li'''* were 
a08s«r«d in ptirified argon, argon pltis 2 percent nitrogen, 
end ergon plus 5 percent carbon dioxide. The res-ults of this 
experiment ©long with those of Pacchini i|t ^  on the alpha 
particles from the reaction W^Cn, Jess® and Sadauskis 
10,11 0u alpha particles froa saasrim, end Jesse ^  al^ 
on elpha particles from other natwal alpha emitters demon-
strst® the constancj^ of W for alpha particles in argon above 
an energy of 1,4 lev. Fijrther, ionization defects of 8 t 3 
and 24 ± 3 kev were measured for the alpha particles from the 
reaction in argon pirns nitrogen and in argon 
plus carbon dioxide respectively. These results show the ex­
istence of a molectilar defect for low energy alpha particles 
in the presence of polyatomic gases as suggested by the meas­
urements of Herwig and Miller® on fission fragments. 
An ionization defect of about SO kev was meesured for 
the lithium recoils in purified argon gas. This value is 
subject to considerable uncertainty due to conflicting evi­
dence on the existence of ion recoabinstion. This evidence 
would see® to indicate that there may be a fundamental differ­
ence between electron collection and total ion collection not 
®s yet understood. An experiment designed to measure the 
ionization yield of low energy positive ions in various gases 
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using both electron collection end total ion collection in 
the sa3» chsffiber would be of particular interest. Ionization 
defects of 51 ± 3 and 61 ± S 'km were measured for the litli-
iua r@colls in argon plus nitrogen and in ergon plus csrbon 
iioxid« respectively. The portion of each defect which Buay 
be attributed to the presence of e polystomic gas can not be 
ebtsined from this experiment. 
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